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The Administration for Protection of Cultural Property, acting ex officio, pursuant to Article 18 in
conjunction with Articles 25 and 26 of the Law on the Protection of Cultural Property (“Official
Gazette of Montenegro”, No. 49/10) and Articles 196 and 200 of the Law on General Administrative
Procedure (“Official Gazette of Montenegro”, No. 60/03 and 32/11), issues:
THE DECISION
1. To establish the Boka Navy, which represents the symbiosis of human art, skills, language,
speech, the use of artistic and craftsmanship creative works, performing skills, carrying out
the traditional rituals related to a cult personality, place and ambience, the status of an
intangible cultural property of a national importance.
2. The carriers-preservers of cultural values of the cultural heritage of the Boka Navy in a
sense of a carrier of the tradition are the NGO “Boka Navy 809” the Home of Boka Navy Old
Town of Kotor, the local and wider community and all organizations that by their actions
inherit the tradition of the Boka Navy.
3. For the cultural property referred to in item 1 of this Decision, the following protection
measures shall be established:
x
x
x
x
x

Documentation preparing
Research
Education, presentation and popularization
Collaboration with subjects that are recognized as carriers/followers of intangible
cultural values and contribute to their preservation
Encouraging the transfer and cultivation of cultural goods in the original and other
environments

Holders i.e. carriers of the property bear an obligation to implement measures of protection for the
purpose of its preservation in accordance with the Law on the Protection of Cultural Property and all
regulations relating to cultural property, while respecting its cultural and historical features and
authenticity.
Explanatory Note
Pursuant to the Article 23 of the Law on the Protection of Cultural Property, the Administration for
the Protection of Cultural Property passed the Decision No. 04-639/2012-1 dated October 29, 2012,
by which it was established the Expert Body for the preparation of the study on determination of the
cultural value of the intangible property Boka Navy. The study team prepared the Study on the
Determination of Cultural Values of the Boka Navy No. 03-639/2012-8 dated January 15, 2013,
whereby the insight into resulted in the following conclusions:
Boka Navy was founded in 809 as a defense and military, guild, humanitarian, cultural and, at a
certain period, administrative organization. In performing these functions, the Boka Navy expressed
human skills, mastery, language, pronunciation, usage of traditional rituals related to a cult
personality, place and ambience. The human skills were emphasized in all the functions this
organization has been performing since its existence. The skills are functionally related to the
millennium function of the Boka Navy. The first skills relate to the skill of navigation, the use of the
ship as a means of transport and the sea as a waterway. Both of those implied a symbiosis of
knowledge, skills and mastery. The Boka Navy also participated in famous battles at sea, such as the
one in Lepanto in 1571. Changing the functions of the Boka Navy also changed the categories of
skills. One among those has the longest tradition in terms of application, that is, the skill of
performing of the Boka Navy circle dance (orig. kolo), its figures, which symbolize the elements
related to ship and sea. Despite the flow of time and the shift of different rulings of these spaces, the
language and speech were preserved in the command of the Boka Navy in the verses of the Boka
Navy circle dance dedicated to the patronage of the city. These praiseworthy verses, addressed and
dedicated to the patron of the city, are being pronounced on the 27th of January exactly at noon from
the loggia of the cathedral i.e. basilica, by a young admiral upon lifting the flag of Saint Tryphon.
These praiseworthy verses are mentioned as early as 1420, during the Venetian takeover of Kotor.
Undoubtedly, the praises to St. Tryphon, apart from the socio-linguistic and historical value of the
heritage, has the multicellular characteristic powerful inter-religions, interethnic and intercultural
message. A poetic text written on the music of the circle dance (although the circle dance is not sang)
clearly shows us the ideas that were dominant in the 60s of the 19th century. In addition to clearly
outlined ideas, this Song (orig. “Pjesan”) testifies and adequately documents and preserves the
language and speech of the concerned period. Commands used in command of the main detachment
of the Boka Navy: “turn to the left”, “turn to the right”, “show”, “fire”, “to the leg”. Uniforms,
equipment and weapons used by the Boka Navy have the attributes of an intangible cultural property,
because these are the product of human skill, knowledge, mastery. Uniforms of members of the Boka
Navy contain common and special clothing items, depending on the rank of members of the Boka
Navy. Common garments include: pants, koret with sleeves, belt, stockings (orig. EMHþYH), original
shoes called “gondulice”, “mulice” or “mulice”

(shoes), boots, white shirts and butterfly bowls. Special parts of the uniform are: navy hats, bags and
pouchs (orig “tobolac”) for gunpowder and tobacco, kalpak with a feather for senior officers, vice
admirals and admirals and without feather for junior officers, koret and boots. Sailors are armed with
rifles, raffers or sharvas, firelocks and knife, while a standard barrier, officer, vice admiral and
admiral wear yatagans, sabers. Admiral wears a stick - a symbol of power. Uniforms of the Boka
Navy are a product of the craft workshops of Kotor. They have high artistic and ethnographic value,
as they confirm the knowledge and the skill, being the product thereof. Those are decorated with
golden threads. Performing skills are exercised during the performance of the Boka Navy. The circle
dance has a very long tradition, which according to the legend is as old as the bringing of the relics of
St. Tryphon in Kotor when the sailors “danced” rather than “played” the circle dance. The dance is
played on St. Tryphon’s Day, on the Day of the Boka Navy and on the day of the liberation of Kotor.
This is a rhythmically slow dance in the structure of a circle, where we distinguish two layers. On the
older, ritual layer of the Boka Navy circle dance, we are told that the circle dance is only danced by
men. This ritual character protects the preservation of its oldest segment, in the figures of “dancing
under the raised hands” or “a series of raised hands”, which represents an eternal renewal of life,
silencing into darkness and exposing the light. The ritual and sacral layer, in addition to the fact that
Kolo is danced exclusively on St. Tryphon’s Day, which points to the same claim, is strongly
emphasized in the last figure of the circle dance, when admirals, officers and representatives of the
state and city authorities enter the center. We can associate this dance around the officers and the
admiral with an ancient dancing around the relics of St. Tryphon. The more recent layer of the Boka
Navy circle dance is associated with figures of marine life, which are: steering wheel, chain, anchor,
navy node, etc. The maintenance of traditional ceremonies related to the cult of personality inherited
from the Boka Navy begin on January 13, the day in 809 when the relics of St. Tryphon were
transported to Kotor, which act was participated by the Kotor sailors. This day was established by the
decision of the Grand Assembly held on December 30, 1631. The outer part of the Tryphon’s day
celebration starts on January 27 in the square in front of the Cathedral (Basilica), where exactly at
noon, from the cathedral's loggia, a young admiral recites the Laudes to St. Tryphon, and ends on St.
Tryphon’s Day (February 3, or the day of Saint Tryphon's celebration). In the evening of January 27,
the ecclesiastic ritual to thurify the relics of St. Tryphon is attended by six Orthodox and six Roman
Catholic believers. An outdoor celebration on the Day of the City Patrol begins with the welcome
ceremony for seafarers of the Boka Navy: from Tivat, Donja Lastva, Herceg Novi and Perast
followed by a tour throughout the city, reporing to the Admiral of the Boka Navy and giving the city
keys by the Mayor. After that, the members of the Boka Navy, at the Square in front of the cathedral,
play their traditional Circle Dance. In this rite, several elements have been registered that make this
Ceremony an intangible cultural property. These elements are recognized in the interconfessional and
inter-ethnic cooperation of the Boka citizens, in the preservation of the language and speech used in
the Praises of St. Tryphon, then the symbol of handing over the city authorities to the Boka Navy,
symbolically depicted by the lecture and acceptance of the cult of the patron of the City of St.
Tryphon. In cities with developed municipal tradition, such as medieval Kotor, the patron of the city
was especially respected.
According to the tradition, the seafarers who were carrying the relics throughout the city were stopped
by the “will” of St. Tryphon on today's square in front of the cathedral, currently being the place
where the original church was erected as dedicated to this saint. This is a location to which are being
associated the roots of this organization. Thus, even today, the Boka Navy's ceremony is, both in
terms of history and ambient, fitting into the environment of this cult and famous place. The Boka
Navy contains more peculiarities of the intangible cultural property and its characteristic is to interact
with one another and in particular represent the inseparable parts of the whole and the overall
characteristics of the property.
As an organization recognized as a carrier-preserver and as one that inherits the intangible value of
the Boka Navy, the NGO “Boka Navy 809” is an organized association that is the guardian of the
tradition of this exceptional cultural historical heritage, based in Kotor at

the following address - Dom Pomoraca Kotor, the Old Town of Kotor, then the local and broader
association, as well as all the organizations that, by their actions, inherit the tradition of the Boka
Navy.
Documenting is the basic form of protection of every cultural property that supports the criterion on
the basis of which a property is well protected, especially its authenticity. Under the measure,
documenting in this case involves the production of all kinds of available documentation on the
current appearance, condition and practice of the Boka Navy. In that sense, it is necessary to make
analogue, digital, audio visual and graphic documentation, i.e.: Film; Photo and graphic
representation of all elements that can be displayed in this way, and the like. In addition, the
protection and preservation of the Boka Navy is important promotion, presentation and popularization
of its cultural value.
The Rarity of the Boka Navy consists of its authenticity, uniqueness and preservation, as well as the
continuity of a very long standing, which places it in rare organizations worldwide, which through its
ceremonies performs, nurtures the tradition of its founding and action in the past, as well as the
preservation of language, speech, and costumes, as an element of an intangible cultural property. The
Boka Navy is indeed a rare example of the testimony of a living cultural tradition. This can be
asserted with great certainty, as research has been taken into account in the wider areas of Europe,
where it has been found that there are very few similar examples. Based on the criteria thus fulfilled,
it is concluded that the values of the intangible property of the Boka Navy exceed the borders of
Montenegro, which is recommended for international protection and nomination for the UNESCO list
of intangible cultural heritage.
On the basis of the foregoing, it was decided as in the operative clause.
LEGAL NOTE: An appeal may be lodged against this Decision within 15 days from the date of its
receipt by the Ministry of Culture, and through this Directorate.
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